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Research in many fields confirms that science is changing its nature. Natural science,
cognitive and social sciences, mathematics and philosophy (i.e., the set of tools developed
to understand and model reality) exceed the conceptual framework introduced by Galileo
and Descartes. Complexity and chaos; network dynamics; anticipatory systems; qualitative
aspects of experience (intentionality, for example); emergent properties and objects;
forward, upward, and downward causation: all portend a new scientific agenda.
Axiomathes publishes studies of evolving ideas, perspectives, and methods in science,
mathematics, and philosophy. Many aspects of this dawning are unknown: there will
be startlingly good ideas, and many blind-alleys. We welcome this ferment. While
Axiomathes’ scope is left open, scholarly depth, quality and precision of presentation
remain prerequisites for publication.
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Axiomathes welcomes submissions, regardless of the tradition, school of thought, or
disciplinary background from which they derive. The members of the journal’s editorial
board reflect this approach in the diversity of their affiliations and interests.
All submissions are subjected to double-blind peer review, the average peer review time is
3 months.
Axiomathes publishes:
· Research articles, presenting original ideas and results.
· Review articles, which comprehensively synthesize and critically assess recent, original
works or a selected collection of thematically related books.
· Commentaries, brief articles that comment on articles published previously.
· Book symposia, in which commentators are invited to debate an influential book with
the author, who answers with a concluding reply.
· Special issues, in which an expert collaborates with the journal as a guest editor, in order
to identify an interesting topic in science, mathematics or philosophy, and interacts with
the selected contributors, being in charge of a whole issue of the journal. Axiomathes
invites potential guest-editors, who might be interested in collecting and editing such
special issue, to contact the Editor in order to discuss the feasibility of the project.
On the homepage of Axiomathes at springer.com you can
▶ Sign up for our Table of Contents Alerts
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▶ Find submission information

